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Objectives

▪ Define the purpose of classroom assessment 
techniques (CATs) and articulate their role in 
learning outcomes assessment

▪ Discern which CAT to use for several common 
learning outcomes, namely retention, 
application, and synthesis & creative thinking

▪ Identify CATs you’re using and develop new 
CATS to use in the classes you teach



Classroom Assessment 
Techniques(CATs)

▪ Typically non-graded, in-class assessments

▪ Gives the instructor regular (formative) 
feedback about student learning

▪ Provides insight into day-to-day learning gains

▪ Helps students gauge their own learning and 
cues them to modify their study strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A kind of formative assessment, helps us understand if students are “getting it” before the big final exam (summative assessment); helps students improve their performance on future learning outcomes assessment



Choosing the right CAT

▪ The techniques work best with certain learning 
goals

▪ Grouped according to McKeachie’s (1986) 
categories of cognition
– I selected three distinct levels of learning: retention, 

application, and synthesis/creative thinking

▪ Strategies summarized in Angelo & Cross’ 
(1993) Classroom Assessment Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, we just want to know if students gained basic retention. Sometimes it’s whether they know the difference between one process, theory, to a new animal, etc. and another. Sometimes we want to know whether students can apply what they learned to a new scenario.





Techniques for…

▪ Assessing prior knowledge, recall, & 
comprehension
– Background knowledge probe
– Focused listing
– Misconception/

Preconception check
– Empty outlines
– Memory matrix
– Minute paper
– Muddiest point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This category of CATS helps you assess, “where are we starting here?” or “Did they get the basic idea of what we just did?”



Knowledge, Recall, & 
Comprehension

–Background knowledge probe
▪ Example: Please put a check next to all of the following 

Shakespearean plays you have seen or read…
▪ Example: Interpret the following image of a voltmeter
▪ Example: What does listening mean? (polleverywhere.com)
▪ Example: To what extent do you agree with this statement about 

male and female communication styles? (polleverywhere.com)

–Focused listing
▪ Example: Write a statement that 

describes “work” in physics
▪ Example: Now that you’ve seen 

images of Persian art, write a 
few statements describing 
Persian culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background knowledge probehelps you determine students’ prior knowledge so you know where to start. (WHERE DO I START?)EXAMPLE: asking students in a Shakespeare class to check off which plays they had seen or read; asking electrical engineering students to interpret images of a voltmeter, etc. to see what students knew about measuring current, voltage, and resistanceMy example: Poll everywhere students can respond by texting a code and you get a real time response. The correct answer is getting meaning from sounds. Sometimes I do a “poll everywhere” about differences in male/female communication before I teach genderlect theoryFocused listingHelps the instructor gauge students’ knowledge about a focused pointEXAMPLE: asking students to write statements that define “work” in physics. Sort responses in piles, such as accurate statements, statements that confuse work in physics with work in everyday life. Using what students provides, instructor explains and differentiates for the class the two distinct but easily confusable meanings of work—the everyday and the scientific.EXAMPLE: Persian art and culture. After showing slides of Persian art, students wrote statements about what they thought about Persian culture based on Persian art. Instructor took what she knew about student perceptions and connected their general impressions and previous knowledge with the specialized vocab she wanted to teach them. APPLY: Now, think about your own course content and identify ways you are already using these concepts, and/or identify ways you could use them in your teaching.



Knowledge, Recall, & 
Comprehension

–Misconception/Preconception check
▪ Example: Students answer questionnaire on how 

various STDs are transmitted and asks for a Likert 
style assessment of how certain they are of their 
answers

▪ Example: Open ended prompt—How many people 
lived in North America by 1491? How long had they 
lived on this continent by 1491? 

–Empty outlines
▪ Example: instructional video on PowerPoint best 

practices for business presentations. Empty outline 
helps students follow along with main points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Misconception/Preconception checkFocus is on uncovering prior knowledge or beliefs that may hinder or block further learningEXAMPLE: Human sexuality class, instructor gives students a questionnaire on how various STDs are transmitted and also asks for a Likert scale assessment of how certain they are that their answer is correct. After analyzing the responses, he knows what students know and which ideas are most deeply engrained, uses it to help inform a conversation about how we form these conceptions (peers, media, etc.)EXAMPLE: History class, gauging student knowledge of the Americas before Columbus. Gave students a three question prompt: How many people lived in North America by 1491? How long had they lived on this continent by 1491? Analyzed the range of responses to uncover preconceptions, then assigned a research exercise	Another example: If I did a more substantive version of this CAT, I could assess students’ beliefs about the relationship between language and reality to know how difficult it might be to grasp linguistic determinism.Empty outlinesProvide a bare bones outline of a lecture or other educational content (e.g. video) and ask students to fill it out; helps students structure relationships among ideas and effective in times where there is a lot of content & it’s important students learn a linear/hierarchical structure to the content. I read a study once indicating that giving an outline of a lesson is more effective for learning retention than just showing a PPT because the relationships among ideas is clearer in the outline.EXAMPLE: When I show a video on how to use PowerPoint for business presentations, I give students an outline, and delete content areas. Students are asked to fill it in, and I assess their responses in order to gauge what they need more help understanding�EXAMPLE: Might work well in communication theory, because it’s difficult sometimes for students to grasp relationships among theoretical components (I often see “another idea with this theory is…” in papers)



Knowledge, Recall, & 
Comprehension

–Memory matrix
▪ Example: ask students to give examples of irregular and 

regular spanish verb endings (two rows for reg/irregular, 
and columns for –ar, -er, -ir endings)

▪ Example: Styles of art (neoclassical, impressionist, 
postimpressionist, expressionist) in rows, countries in 
columns, and students give examples of major artists 
for each style in various countries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Memory matrix2D diagram used to organize information and illustrate relationships.EXAMPLE: ask students to give examples of irregular and regular spanish verb endings (two rows for reg/irregular, and columns for –ar, -er, -ir endings)EXAMPLE: Styles of art (neoclassical, impressionist, postimpressionist, expressionist) in rows, countries in columns, and students give examples of major artists for each style in various countries.Minute paperStop class a few minutes early and ask students to write responses to some variation of two questions: what was the most important thing you learned during this class? * What important question remains unanswered? Easy, versatile method. EXAMPLE: in a Renaissance history class, after delivering a lecture entitled “Why Italy?” the professor handed out note cards with the questions “What is the single most significant reason Italy became a, if not THE, center of the Renaissance? What question puzzles you most about Italy’s role in the Renaissance?”Muddiest pointSimple & efficient method for gauging comprehension. Used to discover difficult points for students to learn and guide future teaching EXAMPLE: ESL teacher asked students “what was the muddiest point” in a lesson on English pronouns, instructor realized students had very basic questions about rules of usage such as when to use who and whom. Realized that she was teaching about pronouns as she learned them in her grad linguistics course, but students were more interested in the lower level practical conversational elements.  So she retooled the next lessons to focus on a lot of practical examples and gave students a lot more opportunity to practice	My example: when I prepare for my mid-term exam review I do the muddiest point paper, and it helps me focus priorities for the review.



Knowledge, Recall, & 
Comprehension

–Minute paper
▪ Example: “What is the most important thing 

you learned during this class? What question 
remains unanswered?”

▪ Example: “What is the most significant reason 
Italy became a center of the Renaissance?”

–Muddiest point
▪ Example: What is the “muddiest” concept on 

the review sheet? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minute paperStop class a few minutes early and ask students to write responses to some variation of two questions: what was the most important thing you learned during this class? * What important question remains unanswered? Easy, versatile method. EXAMPLE: in a Renaissance history class, after delivering a lecture entitled “Why Italy?” the professor handed out note cards with the questions “What is the single most significant reason Italy became a, if not THE, center of the Renaissance? What question puzzles you most about Italy’s role in the Renaissance?”Muddiest pointSimple & efficient method for gauging comprehension. Used to discover difficult points for students to learn and guide future teaching EXAMPLE: ESL teacher asked students “what was the muddiest point” in a lesson on English pronouns, instructor realized students had very basic questions about rules of usage such as when to use who and whom. Realized that she was teaching about pronouns as she learned them in her grad linguistics course, but students were more interested in the lower level practical conversational elements.  So she retooled the next lessons to focus on a lot of practical examples and gave students a lot more opportunity to practice	My example: when I prepare for my mid-term exam review I do the muddiest point paper, and it helps me focus priorities for the review.



Share your CAT, 
Adopt a New CAT

▪ In groups of about 2-3, 
share one knowledge/ 
recall/comprehension CAT 
you are already using. 

▪ Create a new CAT using 
one of these strategies 
you aren’t yet using.



Techniques for…

▪ Assessing skill in application and 
performance
–Directed paraphrasing
–Application cards
–Student generated test questions
–Class modeling



Assessing Skill in 
Application & Performance
–Directed paraphrasing
▪ Example: Explain in plain language and in less 

than five minutes, what you know about this 
computer virus, for a VP of a large insurance 
firm who is responsible for database security. 
Your aim is to convince her to spend time and 
money “revaccinating” hundreds of computers. 

–Application cards
▪ Example: Use the concepts CL, O, and Clalt to 

assess a current or past romantic relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directed paraphrasingIn this CAT, students are asked to paraphrase a specialized/technical process for a particular audience. A very practical skill that many people need to use in their jobs. EXAMPLE: �In a database systems class, instructor asks students to explain in plain language and in less than five minutes, what they know about a particular computer virus, for a VP of a large insurance firm who is responsible for database security. Your aim is to convince her to spend time and money “revaccinating” hundreds of computers. Application cardsAfter students have read or learned about an important idea, procedure, theory, etc., hand out index cards and ask students to write down a real life example of that idea, etc. EXAMPLE: We do this all the time in communication, for instance, identify examples of dialectical tensions you experience in a close relationship. Explain the relative O, CL, and Clalt values for a romantic relationship. Student generated test questionsStudents create test questions on the content, which helps faculty evaluate what students consider the most important content, what they understand as fair and useful test questions, and how well they can answer the questions they pose. EXAMPLE: Kate Simcox JeopardyClass modelingStudents create “living” scenes or model processes to show what they know, such as posing as the figures in a painting, reenact a druid ritual at Stonehenge, or model the operation of a fuel system in an engine. �EXAMPLE: �After oral communication students read about the communication process, I ask them to work with a small group to perform a model of what the communication process is like. Students might create dramatic gestures, enact a tennis match, demonstrate multicommunication using technology, etc. and the class generates observations of what the communication process is like based on the models. 



Assessing Skill in 
Application & Performance

– Student generated test questions
▪ Example: Kate Simcox Jeopardy

–Class modeling
▪ After oral communication students 

read about the communication 
process, I ask them to work with a 
small group to perform a model of 
what the communication process is 
like. Students might create dramatic 
gestures, enact a tennis match, 
demonstrate multicommunication
using technology, etc. and the class 
generates observations of what the 
communication process is like based 
on the models. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student generated test questionsStudents create test questions on the content, which helps faculty evaluate what students consider the most important content, what they understand as fair and useful test questions, and how well they can answer the questions they pose. EXAMPLE: Kate Simcox JeopardyClass modelingStudents create “living” scenes or model processes to show what they know, such as posing as the figures in a painting, reenact a druid ritual at Stonehenge, or model the operation of a fuel system in an engine. �EXAMPLE: �After oral communication students read about the communication process, I ask them to work with a small group to perform a model of what the communication process is like. Students might create dramatic gestures, enact a tennis match, demonstrate multicommunication using technology, etc. and the class generates observations of what the communication process is like based on the models. 



Share your CAT, 
Adopt a New CAT

▪ In groups of about 2-3, share 
one application CAT you are 
already using. 

▪ Create a new CAT using one 
of these strategies you 
aren’t yet using.



Techniques for…

▪Assessing skill in synthesis and creative 
thinking
–One sentence summary
–Word journal
–Approximate analogies
–Concept maps
–Invented dialogues
–Annotated portfolios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One sentence summarySimple technique asks students to identify “who, does what to whom, when, where, how, and why” about a topic. Helps assess students’ ability to extract key features and summarize information accurately�EXAMPLE: Fundamentals of nursing instructor uses the one-sentence summary to assess students’ understanding of the five steps in the nursing process; had them write a one sentence summary of each step (assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing, and evaluating)Word journalTwo part response exercise; students choose one word to summarize a short text. Second, student writes a paragraph explaining why s/he chose that word. Assesses ability to accurately and creatively summarize what they learned and enhance their ability to explain and defend their choices. Helps plant key content in long term memory.EXAMPLEPhilosophy professor used word journals to help students prepare for seminar discussions about the Socratic dialogues written by Plato. A few students per week prepared these as starting points for discussion. Enhanced student and professor awareness of how to pick out key ideas and support them with content from the text.Approximate analogiesStudents complete the second half of an analogy: “A is to B as X is to Y”. Assesses students’ understanding of the relationship between A and B. Also requires creative thinking and relates the new information (A and B) to something student already knows (X and Y). EXAMPLES: �From FY Composition: The theme is to an essay as __________ is to __________. From Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering: Voltage is to wattage as _____________ is to ___________. From Social Analysis: Income is to social class as ____________ is to __________. Concept mapsDrawings/diagrams showing the connections students make between a major concept and other concepts they have learned. Shows students’ patterns of associations, shows how close the students’ map is to the teacher’s, and helps the instructor measure growth that results from instruction. EXAMPLE: Women’s studies instructor who asks students to do concept maps around the term “feminism”. EXAMPLE: Jenell Paris’ use for anthropology courses (on slide)Invented dialoguesChallenging CAT in which students create dialogues by synthesizing what they know about an approach, historical figure/period, issue, etc. EXAMPLE: I do this when I teach conflict communication in the oral communication course; I give students a scenario in groups and ask them to each take a particular conflict style. Can also do this as a “fishbowl” exercise for the class to then analyze and identify the styles displayed. EXAMPLE: “Interviews with Greek rhetorical figures” (slide on next page)*****Annotated portfoliosStudents select a sample of work and provide an explanation of how the work demonstrates the learning goal. Also increases students’ ability to articulate their skills EXAMPLE�Sophomore art students from a drawing course were asked to select samples for a portfolio in order to demonstrate their grasp of line, form, shading, and perspective, and wrote explanations of how the work illustrated these concepts. 



Assessing skill in synthesis and
creative thinking

–One sentence summary
▪ Example: Write a summary of each of the five steps in 

the nursing process (assessing, diagnosing, planning, 
implementing, evaluating)

▪ Example: In one sentence, summarize Symbolic 
Interactionism Theory.

–Word journal
▪ Example: In a lesson on Plato’s Socratic dialogues, 

students word journaled and shared their chosen words 
and explanations. The instructor used these as a 
starting point for class discussion. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One sentence summarySimple technique asks students to identify “who, does what to whom, when, where, how, and why” about a topic. Helps assess students’ ability to extract key features and summarize information accurately�EXAMPLE: Fundamentals of nursing instructor uses the one-sentence summary to assess students’ understanding of the five steps in the nursing process; had them write a one sentence summary of each step (assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing, and evaluating)	My example: I do this when I teach communication theory, because it’s important to be able to distill a complex theory down to its key features and be able to differentiate it from the othersWord journalTwo part response exercise; students choose one word to summarize a short text. Second, student writes a paragraph explaining why s/he chose that word. Assesses ability to accurately and creatively summarize what they learned and enhance their ability to explain and defend their choices. Helps plant key content in long term memory.EXAMPLEPhilosophy professor used word journals to help students prepare for seminar discussions about the Socratic dialogues written by Plato. A few students per week prepared these as starting points for discussion. Enhanced student and professor awareness of how to pick out key ideas and support them with content from the text.



Assessing skill in synthesis and 
creative thinking

–Approximate analogies

–Concept maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximate analogiesStudents complete the second half of an analogy: “A is to B as X is to Y”. Assesses students’ understanding of the relationship between A and B. Also requires creative thinking and relates the new information (A and B) to something student already knows (X and Y). EXAMPLES: �From FY Composition: The theme is to an essay as __________ is to __________. From Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering: Voltage is to wattage as _____________ is to ___________. From Social Analysis: Income is to social class as ____________ is to __________. Concept mapsDrawings/diagrams showing the connections students make between a major concept and other concepts they have learned. Shows students’ patterns of associations, shows how close the students’ map is to the teacher’s, and helps the instructor measure growth that results from instruction. EXAMPLE: Women’s studies instructor who asks students to do concept maps around the term “feminism”. EXAMPLE: Jenell Paris’ use for anthropology courses (on slide)



– Invented dialogues

– Annotated portfolios
▪ Example: Sophomore art students from a drawing course were 

asked to select samples from a portfolio in order to demonstrate 
their grasp of line, form, shading, and perspective, and wrote 
explanations of how the work illustrated these concepts. 

Assessing skill in synthesis and 
creative thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Invented dialoguesChallenging CAT in which students create dialogues by synthesizing what they know about an approach, historical figure/period, issue, etc. EXAMPLE: I do this when I teach conflict communication in the oral communication course; I give students a scenario in groups and ask them to each take a particular conflict style. Can also do this as a “fishbowl” exercise for the class to then analyze and identify the styles displayed. EXAMPLE: “Interviews with Greek rhetorical figures” (slide on next page)*****Annotated portfoliosStudents select a sample of work and provide an explanation of how the work demonstrates the learning goal. Also increases students’ ability to articulate their skills EXAMPLE�Sophomore art students from a drawing course were asked to select samples for a portfolio in order to demonstrate their grasp of line, form, shading, and perspective, and wrote explanations of how the work illustrated these concepts. 



Share your CAT, 
Adopt a New CAT

▪ In groups of about 2-3, 
share one 
synthesis/creative 
thinking CAT you are 
already using. 

▪ Create a new CAT using 
one of these strategies 
you aren’t yet using.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for coming to hear about CATs and for sharing your CATs with other educators. I hope you have been inspired to adopt a few more CATs to bring into the classroom.
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